


Shimmering abstractions are projected 
on the two-foot frosted globe of 
Proxima Centauri, which BTL's Per Biorn, lett, 
designed with artist Lillian Schwartz. 

VISITOR-" Push-buttons, flashing lights, blaring 
music- this place looks like a penny arcade without 
coin slots! Throw some straw on the floor and it 
could be a circus midway. You said this was an art 
museum. Where's the art?" 

COMPUTER-" Your approach to art is too mechan
ically inflexible. Just keep an open mind and stop 
trying to be cute. You're going to see the latest crea
tions of a unique marriage between art and the new 
technology. " 

As you approach Studies in Perception I for closer 
scrutiny, the reclining figure modestly dissolves 

into 4,500 asexual micropatterns. Each pattern cor
responds to one of eight possible brightness levels 
from white to black in an original photograph. Bell 
Labs scientists Leon Harmon and Ken Knowlton 
scanned the photo with a device like a TV camera 

On the preceding page, three-d imensional patterns, 
superimposed on the face of Bell Labs engineer 
Tracy Kinsel, were produced by a laser beam respond ing 
to electronic organ tones. John Anthes was the artist. 
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which represented the different gradations of white 
and black by numbers on digital tape for a compu
ter. The computer differentiated between the pos
sible brightness levels and selected from several 
available patterns for different portions of the 
picture. 

VISITOR - " They must have gotten the idea for this 
at a cocktail party. Please don't think I have any
thing against you computers - on the contrary, I 
have the greatest respect for some of the things 
you're doing. But I'd much rather look at the original 
photo; at least you wouldn't have to look at that 
from a mile away. I just don't see any point in this 
technique. " 

COMPUTER-" Not point, pointilistic! Of course, this 
technique has no major surprises: the lady came 
out of the computer in the same general condition 
as she went in. But she's represented in such a way 
th·at you get almost an impressionistic view of her. 
Besides, by specifying what patterns we can choose 
from, the artist can add another dimension to his 
creation. He can reinforce his subject by using 
thematically Or ironically related symbols for the 
patterns. Or he can incorporate social commentary 
in, say, a tranquil flight of sea gulls by using pat
terns that for him sum up modern life like bombs, 
baby carriages, dollar signs." 



VISITOR-"Very interesting . You're better at art 
criticism than at singing and reciting poetry." 

COMPUTER-"I've always been an art critic; you 
must be confusing me with someone else." 

VISITOR-" Sorry-all you computers look alike to 
me. What's next on your program?" 

As you near the shimmering abstractions pro
jected on the frosted globe, the two-foot sphere 
shyly retreats from view, blushing a deep red as it 
sinks into a mysterious black structure. BTL's Per 
Biorn and artist Lillian Schwartz designed Proxima 
Centauri to continue projecting its 81 abstractions 
at 8-second intervals, even after your intrusion. But 
now you must peer into the structure to see the 
paintings as their projection sequence builds in 
excitement from simple patterns of cool blues and 
greens to a climax of screaming reds and oranges. 

VISITOR-"This is very amusing, but how can you 
make art out of a plastic ball, a ripple tank and a 
slide projector? It looks like a cyclops with a hang
over. Pigment, canvas-that I can understand. Give 
me the great masters like Da Vinci-his Mona Lisa!" 

COMPUTER-"Raw egg smeared on wood! The 
Mona Lisa's just a cold and lonely, lovely work of 
art. It doesn' t interact with you like this does; this 

Changes, created by BTL's Lloyd Kreuzer, below, and 
artist Bob Weigand, is a total environment of sound 
and abstract, vertical color. 

Heart Beats Dust, designed by Jean Dupuy, 
won first prize in Ihe EAT competition . 

The brilliant, red pigment responds to recorded 
heartbeats that agitate a tightly stretched 

rubber membrane on which the pigment rests. 
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II 
recognizes your presence and invites you into the 
intimacy of its own special world. If you're going to 
be old-fashioned enough to expect the artist to use 
materials you're familiar with, you might as well go 
to your room. Experimentation is the name of the 
game. The artist approaches new, unknown mate
rials with the same type of attitude as the experi
mental scientist. Sometimes the artist is even more 
interested in the process of creation than in the fin
ished work of art." 

VISITOR-"You seem to be spinning your reels with
out getting anywhere. In other words, you're saying 
that I should view this art not only as 'Art for Art's 
Sake', but also as 'Art for Artist's Sake.' '' 

Intricate three-dimensional laser patterns dance 
on a revolving screen to the rhythms of stereo 
music. Tracy Kinsel and artist John Anthes de
signed this kinetic laser sculpture to respond to 
electrical signals from organ tones, FM radio, taped 
music or voice. The signals control two mirrors that 
deflect the laser beam onto the screen. 

COMPUTER-" Here again, you'll have to admit that 
no conventional materials or techniques could have 
given the artist such freedom to create dynamic ab
stractions like these. He can produce millions of 

Study in Perception I, a pointilistic, computer-generated 
picture, was created for the EAT competition by BTL 
scientists Ken Knowlton , left, and Leon Harmon. 
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them. And by simultaneously engaging your vision 
and hearing, the artist achieves an effect approach
ing that of an abstract ballet. If this still doesn't ap
peal to you, you can even interact with the sculp
ture by turning this knob to switch off the recording 
so that you can manually control the shape of the 
sculpture. You can tape it or leave it! 

VISITOR-"Somebody ought to fold, spindle or 
mutilate that last card of yours. But I do see what 
your tape is driving at. In fact; I like this sculpture. I 
guess what bothers me is that I'm scared. I mean 
machines are all right in their proper place-I use 
them all the time-but once you let them into an art 
museum, there's no telling where they'll wind up. 
Not that I'm against eventually letting them into art 
museums-I just don't think they're advanced 
enough at the present time. And I mean other ma
chines. You-you're a credit to the machine age." 

A musical, flashing , abstract world of vertical 
colors envelops you as you approach the three
paneled, eight-foot high wall created by Lloyd Kreu
zer and artist Bob Wiegand. You see four abstract 
slides simultaneously projected on different por
tions of the multi-colored, baffled structure. Every 
four seconds one of the four continuously operat
ing projectors flash es still another of 724 abstrac
tions. Each projector slowly rotates, moving its 
image of the moment back and forth across the wall 
to the accompaniment of viola, french horn, violin 
and electronic percussion. 

COMPUTER-"Perhaps your conservative instincts 
will be less alarmed if you realize that what you see 
and hear now is simply a logical extension of the 
visual movement that the blending of complemen
tary colors can product on a flat canvas. Changes 
uses electromechanical techniques to create an 
entire environment of sensory movement intensified 
by music. And you can also interact with Changes 
by manually controlling the motion of the slides and 
the intensity and tempo of the music." 

VISITOR-"I think this is great! I feel like I'm at kilt 
level inside a circle of dancing bagpipers. My whole 
being is thrilling to a musical chorus line of beach 
umbrellas." 

COMPUTER-"I'm glad you've dropped your pre
judice against the new art. But now that you've seen 
the highlights of the show, what do you think of 
MOMA?" 

VISITOR-"I thought we were talking about art." 

-Henry Apfelbaum 
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